Cruise the Heart of Europe
Amsterdam to Budapest
Inspiring Moments

Feast your eyes on the twinkling landmarks of Budapest during an unforgettable evening cruise.

Take in the picture-perfect city as you glide through Amsterdam’s tree-lined canals aboard a special cruiser.

Experience legendary stretches of the Rhine, Main and Danube rivers, including the Wachau Valley and Loreley Rock.

Marvel at the Main-Danube Canal as you sail through this civil-engineering wonder.

Experience eight UNESCO World Heritage sites.

INCLUDED FEATURES

ACCOMMODATIONS
(With baggage handling.)

– Unpack once to enjoy 14 nights aboard the exclusively chartered, first-class MS Amadeus Silver.

EXTENSIVE MEAL PROGRAM

– Fourteen breakfasts, 13 lunches and 14 dinners, including Welcome and Farewell Dinners; tea or coffee with all meals, plus wine with lunch and dinner.

YOUR ONE-OF-A-KIND JOURNEY

– Discovery excursions, including a choice of PERSONALIZE YOUR CRUISE options, highlight the local culture, heritage and history.

– Expert-led Enrichment programs enhance your insight into the region.

– Free time to pursue your own interests.

– Welcome and Farewell Receptions to mingle with fellow travelers.

– Clearly hear your English-speaking guide with your VOX headset.

– Tipping of guides and drivers.

– Complimentary travel mementos.

Note: Itinerary may change due to local conditions. Excursions often require walking on cobblestones, unpaved paths or other uneven surfaces.
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ITINERARY

Day 1  Depart gateway city†
Day 2  Arrive in Amsterdam | Transfer† to MS Amadeus Silver
Day 3  Amsterdam | Waterland
Day 4  Cologne
Day 5  Koblenz
Day 6  Miltenberg
Day 7  Würzburg
Day 8  Bamberg
Day 9  Nuremberg
Day 10  Regensburg
Day 11  Passau
Day 12  Melk | Dürnstein | Wachau Valley
Day 13  Vienna
Day 14  Bratislava
Day 15  Budapest
Day 16  Disembark ship | Depart for gateway city†

†Flights and transfers included for AHI FlexAir participants.
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**DISCOVERY**

**Canals of Amsterdam.** Board a canal boat to explore the smaller waterways of the city and see the highlights.

**Frühstücksbuden.** Join the ship’s crew for a traditional mid-morning snack of a beer accompanied by sausages, pretzels and different types of mustards.

**Cologne.** Take a walking tour. Visit the 12th-century cathedral, one of the few buildings that survived World War II.

**Koblenz.** Explore Koblenz, which sits where the Mosel and Rhine rivers meet.

**Mittenberg.** Tour this medieval city and visit a brandy distillery for a tasting.

**Würzburg.** Visit the palatial Residence and take a walking tour of the Old Town.

**Passau.** See the world’s largest church organ and more during a walking tour.

Choose from a selection of **PERSONALIZE YOUR CRUISE excursions** in these cities:

- **Amsterdam**
  - Amsterdam Tour and Rijksmuseum
  - Waterland Bicycle Ride
  - Canal District Walking Tour

- **Bamberg**
  - Bamberg Tour
  - Culinary Delights

- **Nuremberg**
  - Nuremberg Sightseeing
  - Historic Tour
  - Rural Life

- **Regensburg**
  - Historic Regensburg
  - The Fast Lane

- **Dürnstein**
  - Dürnstein Tour
  - Wachau Cycling
  - Wachau Winery

- **Vienna**
  - Imperial Vienna
  - Art and Wine
  - Schönbrunn Palace

- **Bratislava**
  - A Taste of Bratislava
  - Sounds of Bratislava
  - Castle Hill and Beer

- **Budapest**
  - Highlights of Budapest
  - Living Local
  - Jewish Quarter

**ENRICHMENT**

**Contemporary Holland.** Review the Netherland’s current state of affairs.

**Timeless Vienna.** Explore the history of this cultured city.

**Viennese Waltz.** Watch dancers perform the graceful waltz and join the lesson that follows.

**The Velvet Revolution.** Learn about the events that brought an end to Communist rule in Czechoslovakia.

**AHÍ TRAVEL EXPERTISE**

- **Passenger Service Representative** | Helps with everything from arranging flights to fulfilling special requests.

- **Travel Director** | Manages all details to ensure a memorable trip.

- **Travel information** | Prepares you fully for your journey.

- **Expert local guides** | Provide friendly, knowledgeable service.

- **Lecturers** | Share their knowledge of and passion for their country.

**ACCOMMODATIONS**

**MS Amadeus Silver**


The state-of-the-art MS Amadeus Silver offers the utmost in service, safety and comfort. Step into the elegant reception area and immerse yourself in an ambience reminiscent of a high-end hotel. Savor international cuisine during breakfast and lunch buffets, and enjoy regional specialties served with wine at lunch and dinner.

**ELECTIVE EXTENSION**

Sometimes you want a more in-depth experience to take you further afield. That’s why we have designed an extension to allow you to craft your individual travel experience.

- **Amsterdam.** Extend your journey with a two-night stay in Amsterdam. Explore lively neighborhoods, scenic canals and world-class attractions.

- **Prague.** Extend your journey with a two-night stay in Prague. Explore Old Town and the Charles Bridge.

Elective experiences available at an additional cost.

**UNESCO World Heritage**

1. Historic Center of Vienna
2. Wachau Cultural Landscape
3. Town of Bamberg
4. Cologne Cathedral
5. Old Town of Regensburg
6. Upper Middle Rhine Valley
7. Würzburg Residence
8. Budapest, including the Banks of the Danube, the Buda Castle Quarter and Andrássy Avenue

**Let us arrange your flights!**

- **AHÍ FlexAir** | Our personalized air program offers incredible advantages:
  - **price guarantee**
  - **arrival and departure transfers**
  - **flexibility** to change or cancel
  - **assistance** with changes or delays
  - **flight insurance**

**AHÍ Travel International Tower**

8550 West Bryn Mawr Avenue

Suite 600

Chicago, Illinois 60631
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